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ashley ellison(02/10/1996)
 
My name is Ashley Kateland Delsica Ellison I am currently 16 years old.
Writing poetry is my life.  I also love to read other peoples poetry.
I am into the deep dark stuff the stuff that makes you cry sometimes sad.  If you
were in my life you'd have a reason to write what I write.  Some say I get them
depressed but hey that's my life and whatever I feel I'm going to write it.  Some
people think somethingz wrong with me. Nothing is wrong I frankly Have gone
through things you wouldn't understand and yet I'm still standing so please enjoy
the poems and hopefully they touch you so you can understand my life
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Forgotten By Society
 
Forgotten by society,
Believed to be a monster,
Forgotten by destiny,
Since I was a youngster,
 
Forgotten by life,
In a cruel unusual way,
Forgotten and forgotten,
Day by day.
 
No on my side,
Everyone's against me.
Cursed by everyone,
And no wants to bless me.
 
Seems like they were perfect,
To throw the first stone.
Shattered every dream,
And broke every last bone.
 
I want to run and hide,
But I'm exposed at last.
They see my sins
As if I was a Cinemax.
 
God give me strength
So I can lift myself up,
And please God, please,
Never let me give up.
 
The world resents me,
But your love for me is the same.
So forget the world,
I'm gonna do this in your name.
 
I'm gonna do this right
For You and my family,
And also to prove
I can be what I cannot be.
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I'm a soldier at heart.
I come up when I go down.
I keep my head over the water
Because I refuse to drown.
 
Other people's criticism
No longer means a thing,
Because, just like me,
They are only human beings.
 
So please God,
Help me on this journey
And help me overcome
The obstacles before me.
 
ashley ellison
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Nothing
 
For the first time in my life
I feel nothing
The emptiness in side my soul
Is deadly
 
I can not feel anything at all
Could it br because I am nothing?
I'm just a lost memory
Am I alone in this cold world?
 
I can't see anything
I'm slowly disappearing
Into the dark shadows
Casting over my sinned stained
Sou
 
What is love? fear? Happiness?
Are these emotions from within?
Do I dare try To find them
Who ever said I belonged?
And why does this wind blow through the pitiful world
 
Do I dare think about myself before I do you?
I'm nothing
How will I get home?
They say follow the light and you'll be home
But I see no goodness for me
So I choose to wander in the earth
Away from the light
who I choose to be
 
ashley ellison
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The End
 
In a hole dead inside glancing up at the silver light the closest you would get to a
lovely sight down in this hole trying to fight painless expression nothing is right
painful thought my soul slowly rots careless action send a rope and basket a soul
buried so deep surprisingly lasting at the bottom of this hole emptiness so wakcy
so dark so cold as the silver light Goes frozen eyes stare bold this wicked mind
will quickly unfold stomach is groaning body is numb scared to die but nowhere
to run in this hole darkness so defining the only thing real is my fate Oh so timely
the cold black hole no shadows are casting just me and the dark and now this
soul has faded drastically for this life was terrible tragedy the living dead crawls
out to haunt me pain so insane my body will stop at nothing to taunt me now the
soul will scream in vein and hell will then be my domain just watch and see me
fade away the silver light will follow through and bury me until you see no more
this will make you forget and forgetting is your only weakness down in the dark
alone afraid attached to the unknown in love with the forbidden tormented by
fate glimpses of gray sights of night dying stalks of unseasonable knights circling
love shattered to pieces Almighty strength has weakened my soul pardon the
blood I must be cruel body my heart into this hole let it turn black let it be
condemned let Me fall deep inside this abiding space.. lovely heart Hahah just
died crazy piece anonymous grief endless sleep until Tomorrow
 
02/9/12
One day before my 16th birthday (:
 
ashley ellison
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